PWG Web-based Imaging Management Services
Conference Call Minutes – January 11, 2006

Attendees
Rick Landau, Dell
Ira McDonald, High North
Jerry Thrasher, Lexmark
Bill Wagner, TIC (Chairman)

Conference Call Timeslot
This conference call was held at 1 PM Eastern Time, following the agreement to shift the recurring WIMS protocol conference call time slot to this time on Wednesdays.

WIMS Abstract Protocol Spec and Schema Last Call
Rick observed that it would be very helpful to see sample WIMS message codings, either in the Protocol Spec or in some associated document. Ira agreed, responding that it was the current plan to use a WDSL 1.1 tool such as SOAPscope (http://www.mindreef.com/products/soapscope/index.php) to generate informative examples for inclusion in the WIMS Protocol Bindings document.

There were no other last call comments. It is anticipated that Peter Zehler will have specific comments at next week’s meeting.

January Face-to-Face Meetings
The WIMS Protocol and Schema Last Call will nominally conclude at the PWG Plenary meeting in Las Vegas, 19 January. A short review of the documents will be presented. Comments will be solicited and discussed. Although last call nominally ends at the Plenary, it was stressed that the editors would continue to be open to comments for several weeks thereafter while the documents are being prepared for PWG vote.

Next Conference Call
Conference call facilities will be provided at the PWG Plenary. An announcement and specific schedule will probably be forthcoming from the PWG chairman in the next few days.
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